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1. IntroductIon

Acknowledgement

10

very bad
bad

“The Seminar is not a park. It is an exploitable area.”
“Where should people live?”

Green Structure and Urban Planning: Final report

12

“beauty itself could reform society and conjure new virtue from citizens”

parks in cities
green cities

cities within parks
Radiant City

1.1 Background

urbanization to reduce disaster risks”

Garden Cities of Tomorrow,
14

good
Broadacre City

clean the air
wind and noise screening
compact city approach

“Green adaptation actions seek to use
nature to conserve or enhance carbon stocks, and reduce carbon emissions caused by ecosystem degradation
and loss”
mitigate
rainwater runoffs and urban heat-island effect

The massive urban growth that the planet is facing demands that we engage
suburb. The parks are undeniably a key issue.

social integration
and solidarity
are democratic places
physical activity and

micro-climate
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The town park is visited by inhabitants of all parts of the town and
sometimes by inhabitants of surrounding villages or towns. Town parks
have, as a rule, a very large area (20-200 ha) and extremely varying
possibilities for recreation. A stay in a town park has usually a longer
duration (half day or full day)...

City park

The city park should contain open spaces for activities but the far most
important characteristic of a city park is to offer a contrast to the
surrounding city and its architecture. The city park should be easily
accessible and have a minimum area of 30 hectares.

We want a ground to which people may easily go after their day’s work is
done, and where they may stroll for an hour, seeing, hearing, and feeling
the city put far away from them (…) Practically, what we most want is a

light and shade. This we want as a central feature. We want depth of wood
enough about it not only for comfort in hot weather, but to completely shut
out the city from our landscapes.
The word park, in town nomenclature, should, I think be reserved for
grounds of the character and purpose thus described.

18

1.3 Aim and purpose

Green (infra)structure
“all grounds not built upon or paved such as forest and nature areas, parks, tree
rows, gardens, apartment yards, cemeteries, impediment aside roads etcetera.”

as well as strategic links of sub-regional scale and beyond. Green infrastructure considers private as well
as public assets and provides a multi- functional, connected network delivering ecosystem services.”
Green space

The aim of this thesis is to:

“any vegetated areas found in the urban environment,
including parks, forests, open spaces, lawns, residential gardens, or street trees”.

Density

1.4 Questions at issue
Urban sprawl
“a process of large-scale real estate development
resulting in low-density, scattered, discontinuous car-dependent construction, usually on the periphery of
declining older suburbs and shrinking city centres”
“any
soils, increases in highway congestion, the proliferation of new subdivisions of homogeneous and low
density, single-family housing”
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2. METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

22

2. Methods and IMpleMentatIons

city park, urban
and

2.1 Literature

2.2 Interviews

24

Tomas Lewan,
Den kvalitativa forskningsintervjun
Camilla Anderson

The Qualitative Research Interview

Niels Mellergaard
experience and knowledge

Ola Andersson
Torbjörn Andersson
Johannes Hügle
Martin Rein-Cano
Ulrich Nowikow and Mikulas Cernik

Dr. Cornelia Oschmann

Erik Skärbäck
Rikke Hedegaard Christensen

why (why not?)
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2.3 Site visits

A hermeneutic approach involves listening to the different sense horizon
to continuously make new interpretations …

The phenomenological ideal is to listen without preconceived notions and
to let the interviewee describe experiences without interruption from the

listen

analyse

phenomenological description and
hermeneutic interpretation

28

2.4 Method, delimitations and source of errors

large

30

3. results of lIterature study

and

Bostadsnära natur

32

Nature-near Residence

A compact and functional city produces less greenhouse gas emissions.
investments.

Higher income groups always have access to nature at beach houses, lake
cabins, mountain chalets, on vacations - or in urban settings at golf courses
or large gardens. Parks allow the rest of society that contact as well. […]
For the poor, the only alternative to television for their leisure time is the
parks in particular, are evidence of a true democracy at work.

friction-less cities

In Compact sprawl

Vancouverism

34

“they suggest that nature, which is inherently unrelated to human intervention, brings
interested ends.”

People with bare views told us they were psychologically fatigued, and more

Parks and Green Environments

They just had a hard time coping.

Vitamin G.

nature scenery
human-made scenes
directed attention

intrinsic
extrinsic

36

being away

“the process of renewing, recovering or re-establishing physical, psychological and social
resources or capabilities diminished in ongoing efforts to meet adaptive demands”
The role of nature in rehabilitation for individuals with stress
related mental disorders: The Alnarp Rehabilitation Garden as a supportive environment

“How often do people visit urban
green space?”

“all-embracing role when it was not shared with
others”

38

3.3 Proximity matters
shinrin-yoku,

density measurement
and accessibility measurement

In Nordic Journal of Architectural Research,

“The sense of being in a different world is easily undermined by intrusions and distractions.” Large

and security of the routes used to access them. This is one reason why
urban green spaces and play areas should be regarded as part of a
continuum of public space (including streets and foot-paths).

“Nature has to be a part of life. It has to be a part of your daily
habitat and routine.”

40
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4. exaMples of large cIty parks In
copenhagen, MalMo and BerlIn

4.1 Frederiksberg park and Sondermarken, Copenhagen

Design:

Size:
Main observed activities:

Category:
Open for public:

Fig. 1.
44

Future:

Short history

The future

Uses to day

Fig. 2.
46

Fig. 3.

4.2 Pildammsparken, Malmo

Short history

“dense forest areas integrated
Design:

Main observed activities:
Margaretas blomstergata

Category:

Future:

Open for public:
Size:

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
48

Uses to day

4.3 Tempelhof Field, Berlin

pioneers’ ground

Margaretas blomstergata

The future
Design:
Category:
“A multifunctional park bigger
than 10 hectares which can be reached within 2 kilometres from one’s home”.

Open for public: 2010
Size:
Main observed activities:

Fig. 6.
50

Future:

Short history

“Tempelhof should not be
built. This place is a vital oasis for the vast vistas... it is an existential place”
Uses today

Fig. 7.
52

The future

activity area”

Fig. 8.
54

Fig. 9.
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5. results of IntervIews

5.1 The future of city parks

“Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city
park?”

58

2

from beauty to function phenomenon

Barcelona-wave

“This had
never been seen before!”

“But without the same

“you should be able to go for a decent walk without having to meet too
many pedestrian crossings”.

problems

60

parks in city
make
cost
“Come on, we need more open space! Money is not everything”

social changes
Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.
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city within a park

parks?”

parks)?”

right or wrong

“We do not need public spaces to be living cemeteries”

“I am convinced that there must be large parks in future dense cities”
“With parks, you really have to
think in advance...”

“We should ask ourselves if this need relevant”

64

areas”
new neighbourhoods, how many people live there and what kind of activities do they do?”
“What I hate about the romanticization of parks, is the celebration
of loneliness”
“If it is you and
the nature – that is not good”
“an incredible luxury to give
away pieces of the city to create lonesome experiences that people can have if they go 30 minutes with
the metro”

scale and differentiation of the public place”
“What kind of people live in the area?
If people in the area have allotments and summerhouses, will they then use the park in the same way
as people with big families living in small apartments?”
“Maybe you can say, the poorer the
people the more they have a need for a public space”
“Like Swedish people who go to Thailand”

“Green areas are often something that dictates life outside the city centre”

“Few people believe in these
ideals anymore”
and
19

large

“Sometimes street life is better than a park”
“the bigger the park the better”

66

“if big parks are built outside the city is there really a use for them
there?”

“When a project is
built in green areas you build streets and houses but it also means that you should build parks”

“These areas are
often overgrown and become forests”

“There are no cases where parks have been built on”
“Thank goodness for that”
“City planners simply wanted to avoid the big city’s social environment. So today, these areas
have no function”
“The cherished city greenery and parks is one thing”

“One must ask, why do people move to the
city?”
“The less green space a neighbourhood offer – the more coveted it is on the market”
“We have to see how it goes”
model? Or something to avoid?”
68

“Perhaps a role

dense city to make space for a new city park”
is when?”
“In modern time, there has not yet been any new city park project in Stockholm,
as it has in Paris and surely in other cities as well”

Copenhagen already is a very dense city”
to live denser the city’s green areas are even more important”

“when we come
“Then these areas could be kept up to
park standard”
“It will never be enough”

5.3 Can size of a city park be compensated by high quality?
Den gröna promenad staden, The Green Walkable
City

of it. Describe your thoughts or experiences around this?”

“Not in the
extent that I think is important”
“Many new projects often have small parks or small green
spaces, but I have never in my nearly 30-year-long career experienced that a whole new city park have
been planned”
“It would then be necessary to demolish houses in the already
70

“Because there are so many
people wanting to use the parks, size does matter”

“The size of a park has obviously a
shielding effect which I think is important to people”
“Some parks

“With such approach vegetation risks

Fig. 12.

“But the size of a

“If a large park is overgrown and untidy,
people will not use it the same way as a smaller well-maintained park”

“That is
“Then you are against what is shaping a dense city”
“If you want to
have it (it is not something that everyone needs) then you can seek it out of the city centre where you have
access to greenery”
“The city is for those who like to live in the city. People who want their
loneliness does not have to live in the dense city”

dense city you must accept to travel to visit a big park”

72

“The larger a park is, the more options are there to leave areas
extensively maintained”
“The smaller a park is the
more programming issues are there, but the larger a park is the more extensive you (as a designer)
can be”

“size is
“As I said, I believe in easy accessible smaller or even private parks and gardens rather than big parks”
.

“Studies from Copenhagen’s parks show that the majority of the park users live
in the area and other studies show that a park is most used if it is situated 300 meters or less from
your home”

“This argument is used by contemporary ideologues to prove that green spaces do not have to
be big. But such is not the case”

“But we need the large parks from a nature conservation perspective”

“When they need relaxation they go to Thailand. This is people who can
playgrounds and other space demanding activities”

“A park is based on cultivation and management so it is not taken over by nature”
On a Sunday, the park is far too boring”

“A park has to
serve social purposes. I have the impression that parks many times are more interesting for dogs than for
people”

“Generally I would say that

74

“It is the foundation of a park – the way a piece of land is managed.

Journal of Architectural Research.”

5.4 Few plans for new city parks

“I have the perception that few
new city parks are being planned.”
“Do you share my point of view?”

“This is an unnecessary shortage”
“Good green environments are
proven to affect housing prices so why would it not affect rent levels? This should work as incentives for
improvements to be made”

“Can you describe your thoughts about why (why not?) so few new city
parks are being planned?”
“You cannot rent out parks

“It

“The problem is that you do not have the space to plan for these large parks”
“There is no option to have large parks within the city anymore”

“maybe that is the way
to do it.”

“Then there should be lawns, fountains and raked
paths... The whole thing! This is not done today”

“The cities have to use its space better, but maybe not
all the time. More space on demand”
“Malmo municipality think this proposal is too expensive”

76

no one will build large city parks anymore

“I do
Stockholm that feels too small, except during summer in the parks close to the beaches”

“It is enough plans for new
parks”

5.5 Do city parks belong to the past?

“Do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?”

“It is very important to have green, wide and open areas like
city parks within the city where people can relax and recover or do activities that they cannot do at home”

“I think city parks are the future of cities, not the past”
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added. “The city parks will be included as part of the efforts to adapt Copenhagen to climate change
and are also intended to serve as schoolyard and outdoor areas for schools and institutions and must be
able to accommodate several sports facilities”

“city parks are a topic again”

“The existing parks will be preserved but,
unfortunately, probably no new city parks will be built”

“We have to do everything to conserve and protect our existing large parks and make sure that
they are not used for other purposes”
“You might have to travel, with public transport, to
visit a large park”

“The past is wonderful and it is good to have these
parks but do we have the money and the power to recreate them? I do not think so”
“Is there even a will to create these places, I mean would people use them and be willing to pay for
them?... If the parks end up being used only by dogs... I would not like to pay tax-money for a shitting
ground for dogs”
“ I think taxpayers today are more interested in getter a better Internetconnection to the rest of the world than have these public spaces for encounters. Things change, so what
do we need on a daily basis? I mean, Thailand is the park of Sweden, people travel when they want to
experience nature”

“All people have a place in the city”

“These values
and unused’”
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6. dIscussIon

6.1 The future of large city parks

82

having
not having

“The less green space a neighbourhood offer –
the more coveted it is on the market”

84

“The dense city is not for everyone. It is probably 50-50 if you want to live in the city or in a suburb
must accept to travel to visit a big city park.”

6.2 Few new plans for large city parks

Fig. 13.
86

park-systems or reversible parks

“Thailand is the park of Sweden”

88

6.3 Conclusion

6.4 Suggestions for further studies
Fig. 14.

90
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8. appendIces

Appendix 1

1)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

Do you mean more like activity parks?

So you think that existing city parks will be safeguarded, and perhaps altered activity wise,
but no new city parks will be built?

2)

104

3)
and urban green space (city parks)?
5)

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

city parks are being planned?

I have read somewhere that city people use their car more often to visit nature than to commute
that?
6)

thoughts or experiences around this?

106

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

Appendix 2

1)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

thoughts or experiences around this?

5)

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

2)

3)

city parks are being planned?
and urban green space (city parks)?

108

Appendix 3
6)

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

1)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

2)

3)
and urban green space (city parks)?

110

Appendix 4
thoughts or experiences around this?

1)

5)

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

Do you think that is good?

city parks are being planned?

6)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

Finally, do you think city parks (as we know them today) belong to the past?

So you do not see a bright future for city parks?

So green areas, which are often perceived as barriers, should be built on and then rather have

2)

densifying green space, sometimes even parks are cut in the edge and I have not seen so many
plans for big parks...

112

And these areas have no protection against exploitation?
3)
and urban green space (city parks)?

You do not think so?
You do not think people moving into the dense city have a need for green areas?

And its fate is to be exploited?
Cities with a major city park, or more urban greenery are more inhabited by example families
with children...
Are not these areas are important for people?

thoughts or experiences around this?

In my thesis I want to focus on large city parks such as e.g. Central Park ...

What do you think about that?

114

I get the impression that you have an old-fashioned view of what a park is. Today we talk
more of managing parks in a much more extensive way (cheaper and to increase biodiversity).
How do you picture a modern park?

5)

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

city parks are being planned?
But I think that is a dangerous argument ... The remaining parks will have a increased
use and wear as more people move into the dense city. This will increase the maintenance cost
and the argument can then be used against parks as “parks are expensive to maintain so we
can not afford to build any new ones”. The parks will also lose their recreational functions and
value since there will be more people in one space.

But a city like Stockholm have Haga park and Djurgården where people can jog, walk and
nature-like areas.

So you mean cities should be planned for a certain type of people?

116

6)

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

How large should these parks be? Humlegården is 12.5 hectares.

Appendix 5

1)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

3)
and urban green space (city parks)?

2)

thoughts or experiences around this?

118

Today we see a huge health trend, do you think it could increase demand for larger parks?

5)

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

Yes, Lindängelund outside Malmö is an ongoing park project. Is Malmö farsighted on that
point?

city parks are being planned?

6)

120

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

Appendix 6

1)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

Do you consider Tempelhof Field, as it is today, a city park?

So Tempelhof Field does not need to be landscaped or designed in any way?

urban green areas.
and urban green space (city parks)?

be torn down to leave space for parks?

122

But Central Park is over 300 hectare so many visitors can be there simultaneously. Few cities
plan for these large city parks today...

city parks are being planned?

people start to move out again?

6)

thoughts or experiences around this?

5)

124

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

Appendix 7

1)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

changed in use, and new city parks.

But what about the effects of transport...Is that a sustainable solution?

So a park should have a certain amount of visitors to be popular?

You seem to see a future for the city park?

126

What if people have a need for that (you and the nature) feeling in dense cities?

But when you say dense cities do you picture them with parks?

Do you consider Tempelhof Field as a city park?

But a park is said to be the most democratic place for these different people to meet and
interact...

and urban green space (city parks)?

128

thoughts or experiences around this?

Appendix 8

5)

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

1)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

city parks are being planned?

Do you consider Tempelhof Field as a park?

6)

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

and urban green space (city parks)?
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Appendix 9
thoughts or experiences around this?
1)

5)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

city parks are being planned?

6)

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

Do you consider Tempelhof Field to be a city park?

132

Appendix 10

and urban green space (city parks)?
1)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

2)

thoughts or experiences around this?

3)
and urban green space (city parks)?

5)

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?
thoughts or experiences around this?

city parks are being planned?

6)

134

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

5)

I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

Appendix 11
city parks are being planned?

1)

6)

Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?
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2)

Can you describe as detailed as possible how you see the future of the city park?

thoughts or experiences around this?

3)
and urban green space (city parks)?
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I have the perception that few new city parks are being planned. Do you share my point of
view?

city parks are being planned?
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Finally, do you think city parks (as I know them today) belong to the past?

